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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By IPANZ President Dr Jo Cribb
Reform (verb) make changes in something
(especially an institution or practice) by
removal of faults or errors. It’s a powerful
word loaded with the promise of something
better. The State Sector Act, the 30-yearold piece of legislation that creates the
framework for the public service, is ready
for reform. While we might debate the
premises on which that Act was developed
(some of us even wrote our PhD critiquing
New Public Management and its negative
impact on government-NGO contracting),
now is the time to focus on our future.
The government has released a
consultation document about reforming the
State Sector Act. I think there is a risk that a

small group of thinkers will be the focus of
the debate about our future public service.
They might be constitutional experts or
knowledgeable about public management
theories, but I argue that, if we believe
in the importance of the public service
and the critical role it plays in improving
the quality of New Zealanders’ lives, we
are all experts and all have something to
contribute to the reform of the structures
that underpin our public service.
What is your vision for your public service?
For those who are just starting your public
service careers, what are the structures
you want to work in over the next decades?
What values should be embedded in these

structures? How are our increasingly
diverse communities best served by the
public service and how is this captured in
the reform?
IPANZ has created events that provide
opportunities for you to learn more and
engage in the debate, and this edition of
our journal focuses on reform. The lead
article provides a good introduction to the
proposed changes. The way to have your
say is clear. We encourage you to be part of
mapping the future.
Dr Jo Cribb
President

IPANZ NEWS

The future
public servant
As the public service operates within an
increasingly digital, global, and complex
world, the attributes and skills of public
servants will need to adapt. IPANZ is
encouraging debate about the capabilities
that public servants of the future may
need and how best to buy and build these
skills. To encourage this debate, IPANZ has
produced a discussion paper called The
Future Public Servant.
Specific skills and core values
While many of the skills required by public
servants are generic – such as customercentred thinking, service-design skills,
critical thinking, and advanced problemsolving skills – a set of values sets the public
sector apart. Public servants operate in an
environment where political neutrality,
the provision of free and frank advice to
ministers, transparency, and openness are
protected and where appointments are
made on merit. Each of these core values,
however, is played out in an environment
that is rapidly evolving due to emergent
stakeholder demands, social media, digital
media, and automation.
Education and recruitment
The public service can help improve its
employees’ abilities to deal with this
environment by engaging more actively
with the education system. In general, there
is a need for employers to engage over
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what is taught and how teaching, learning,
and assessment occurs. By engaging more
with the education and training system,
the public service can secure the skills it
needs from graduates and is able to upskill
existing public servants.
But the public service will only be
successful in attracting the public
servants of the future if it is an attractive
place to work. Recruitment practices,
the arrangement of work groups, work
practices, and incentives and rewards
will all need to evolve. Younger public
servants, motivated by specific issues,
may be less amenable to hierarchical work
environments and may value flexible work
practices that will challenge traditional
managers.
Mission-driven public servants will be
looking for employers who develop and
build their capabilities while providing
the opportunity to engage in meaningful
work. Optimistically, this may lead to
better matches in values and skills between
agencies and new public servants.
Upskilling existing public servants
With approximately 49,000 people working
in the public sector, there is an enormous
opportunity to build the capability of
existing public servants. This will require
considerable determination and investment
to match the rate of external change. Public
service leaders may need to consider new
forms of mentoring, secondment, and
short-course training.
One education system adaptation currently

underway should help. The New Zealand
Qualifications Authority will approve
micro-credentials from mid-2018 that will
include between 5 and 40 credits across all
10 levels of the New Zealand Qualifications
Framework. Rather than undertaking
multiple additional qualifications as
professional competency requirements
change or as new technology demands
updated skills, micro-credentials will
provide skill development tailored
to employer and employee needs.
Government agencies will likely co-design
the skills they require with education
providers in areas such as digital media,
data analysis, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence.
Summary
Current and future public servants will
need a depth of transferable skills to match
their technical competencies. How best to
buy and build these skills will require deep
engagement between the public service
and the education and training system
and enhanced investment in training and
development by the public service.
The Future Public Servant discussion paper
is available at www.ipanz.org.nz
IPANZ welcomes your thoughts and
comments. Please email
generalmanager@ipanz.org.nz
The deadline for feedback is Monday, 22
October 2018.
Author: Dr Grant Klinkum, IPANZ Board
member and Deputy Chief Executive New
Zealand Qualifications Authority

READER CONTRIBUTION

The original
social enterprise

David Lovatt
How do you increase well-being? DAVID
LOVATT, a Deloitte New Zealand partner
and public sector lead, takes a look at
the models that the public sector might
use to pursue the goal of greater wellbeing, and he finds comfort in the rise
of the social enterprise.
There is a “spirit of service” that pervades
the public sector. It guides the choices
that are made each day as ministers are
advised, decisions are made, and services
are provided to individuals and businesses.
The Head of State Services, Peter Hughes,
has spoken of this and the need to recognise
a commitment to public service. But why is
it so important for those in government and
the public service to be so keenly aware of
the need to serve?
This is an issue that business and society
have been wrestling with, too. Around the
world, there is a so-called “crisis of the
elites” with deep rifts growing between the
haves and have-nots, all driven by the belief
that economies are rigged for the advantage
of the rich and powerful and operate against
the needs of the majority. As information
clamours for our increasingly stretched
attention, we rely on sources we know and
trust and on social media that automatically
feeds us more of what we want and expect
to see. This only amplifies our separation
from those who may have opposing views.
Generational changes are tilting the balance
away from trust in institutions towards a
stronger belief in ourselves and those who
are “like us” – in the same communities
of place, communities of interest, or
communities of attribute.
In the Deloitte 2018 Global Human
Capital Trends report, 1 we looked at
how business is responding to three key
themes: recognising that success needs to
be measured by more than just financial
performance; that businesses need to fill
a perceived leadership gap in society; and
that rapid technological change is having
unforeseen effects on society that business
can help to address. In the report, we
hailed the rise of the social enterprise as a
considered response to the questions of why
we are and why we serve.
A social enterprise combines fiscal
responsibilities with the need to respect and

support its environment and stakeholder
network; it listens, advances, and manages
the changes that shape today’s world, and it
has a responsibility to be a good citizen and
role model and to promote collaboration. In
other words, a social enterprise doesn’t just
care for the growth of financial or physical
capital, it also cares deeply about social,
human, and natural capital and intergenerational well-being.
For those of you familiar with Treasury’s
Living Standards Framework2 and the
discussion around a greater well-being
focus for government, these words would
be familiar. That’s because government and
the public service are the original social
enterprises, operating institutions dedicated
at the core to serving society. Their missions
are built around their roles to preserve and
grow physical, social, human, and natural
capital, as well as to serve citizens’ and
businesses’ needs for health, welfare, safety,
security, and justice.
Much of the recent dialogue around wellbeing has focused on what it is and how we
measure it. Good work by individuals and
organisations over many years has proposed
frameworks for measurement that will, with
ongoing refinement, serve us and our public
well.
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Another article looked at how we grow
social and human capital and stressed the
need for much greater engagement between
government and communities when
creating policy. Although our public service
is well placed to serve, and is generally
drawn from many of New Zealand’s
communities, a truly diverse and inclusive
public service needs to find ways of looking
like and meaningfully engaging with all
of our communities. Co-creating policy
with these communities facilitates trust,
ownership, shared risk, and pathways to
innovation that are particularly relevant for
those facing the most difficult challenges.
It is interesting to consider the prognosis
for the public sector, the original social
enterprise, as well-being policy and
practices take hold and become embedded.
Firstly, resources will move between the four
capitals (physical, social, human, natural);
between programmes; between services;
between the short, medium, and long terms;
and between direct and indirect investments
and services – and perhaps between
appropriations and between agencies. How
much shifts, and how quickly, depends on
the extent to which baseline expenditure is
revisited, versus incremental spend. But if
resources don’t shift, then our focus on wellbeing isn’t making a difference.

In other words, a social enterprise doesn’t
just care for the growth of financial or
physical capital, it also cares deeply
about social, human, and natural capital
and inter-generational well-being.
At one level, this may just be that a service
isn’t provided in favour of another service.

In our current Deloitte State of the State New
Zealand series of articles,3 we ask different
questions: how do we get more wellbeing and what is the role of government,
communities, and businesses in creating
it? We look at the context of government
investment in well-being and how public
services, community organisations, and
businesses can respond to the emerging
policy direction, the changing investment
priorities, and the new measures of success.
For example, one of our articles highlighted
a family-by-family approach to dealing with
the period when families are in crisis. At
any one time, the number of these families
is not overwhelming, but they are often
overwhelmed by the job of navigating public
services. We proposed the role of a navigator
who would be empowered and funded to
access the services the family needs and
build their resilience over time. This would
enhance well-being by reducing the time

See www.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/human-capital-trends
To see a copy of the framework, go to https://treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/
living-standards/our-living-standards-framework
3
The latest State of the State article is available at www.deloitte.com/nz/stateofthestate
1

and impact of those periods of crisis.

CONTRIBUTIONS
PLEASE
Public Sector journal is always
happy to receive contributions
from readers.

If you’re working on an interesting
project in the public sector or
have something relevant to say
about a particular issue, think
about sending us a short article
on the subject.
The December issue will give the
themes for 2019.
Contact the editor Simon Minto
at simon.g.minto@gmail.com
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It could be that an investment is made
that wouldn’t otherwise be made, but has
to be funded by giving something else up.
We think it is likely that more investments
will be made for medium- to long-term
outcomes, rather than for short- to mediumterm outcomes. We also think there may be
more “enabling” investments and services
targeted at whole communities instead of
individuals. But they have to be funded
from somewhere. At a macro scale, we
think resources will be reallocated across
appropriations and between agencies to
the extent that government, citizens, and
businesses are prepared to accept that
things can and should be different.

Although our public service is well
placed to serve, and is generally
drawn from many of New Zealand’s
communities, a truly diverse and
inclusive public service needs to find
ways of looking like and meaningfully
engaging with all of our communities.

Secondly, leadership and organisations
across government need to collaborate
more effectively and across the traditional
silos. Behaving as a social enterprise
demands an unprecedented level of crossfunctional and cross-organisational vision,
connectivity, and collaboration from public
service leaders. Well-being outcomes
don’t happen in silos, and citizens’ needs
are not organised neatly into budget
appropriations.

a part to play. From employee well-being
through to community well-being, the issues
are the same whichever organisational lens
you look through. And so collaboration, not
just across government, but across society,
will be needed to allow people to lead the
lives they set out to lead. The quality of the
public service’s connections with others
who share their objectives and missions will
shape the success of the public service into
the future.

Will this drive a smaller number of larger
government entities in order to provide the
broader perspectives that are needed to
better serve citizens’ holistic needs? That’s
a possible outcome, as long as we can find
an appropriate balance between community
representation and governance and
their ability to deliver high-quality public
services. Engaging more meaningfully with
all communities to co-create policy would
make this a substantially more palatable
proposition.

It is easy to become distracted by all the
talk around well-being measures and all
the reviews and advisory groups that are
underway. Those are important directionsetters, but they’re just a continuation of
what government does and what the public
service is here to do: advise, support, and
enable.

Finally, all sectors need to work together on
programmes that enhance well-being – the
public, private, and social sectors all have

The public sector must retool and
evolve how it works as its focus widens
to encompass the four capitals and
successfully grow inter-generational wellbeing for New Zealand, while remaining true
to its core as our original social enterprise.

GUEST EDITORIAL

State sector reform
The constitutional
dimension

Andrew Butler
The State Sector Act 1988 is 30 years old
this year. It is timely that the Act and its
underlying principles are up for review.
While much of the focus will go on whether
the current state sector model is still fit
for purpose (for example, whether it gives
too much power to individual agencies to
the detriment of a whole-of-government
approach and whether fixed-term
contract agency chief executives are still
appropriate, making an incumbent chief
executive too beholden to their minister
who may have a veto over reappointment),
in my view, the constitutional role of the
public service should be at the front and
centre of any reform agenda.
When the State Sector reforms of the
1980s and 1990s were being implemented,
a number of constitutional dimensions
were taken as “givens”, but changes to
the way state sector accountability is
implemented can have consequences, both
good and bad, for the underlying law and
constitutional practices.
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To my mind, the core constitutional
principles of the Westminster style public
service are:
•

Political neutrality

•

Selection and promotion based on
individual merit

•

The provision of free and frank advice
to the government of the day, while
all the time respecting the democratic
legitimacy that comes with being the
government

•

Transparency

•

Stewardship – the idea that
government is there for the long haul
and has a responsibility to maintain
institutions and core public values.

Some readers would add observance of the
rule of law and the principles of the Treaty
of Waitangi.
Many readers of this journal will be aware
of deepening concern about the erosion of
allegiance to some of these core principles.
When I was a public servant, I observed
subtle changes in the way we were
expected to work; I am sure others did as
well and continue to observe this. It can be
hard to appreciate the cumulative effect of
change until a substantial period has gone
by, but when I look back, those principles
that I took for granted now appear far
more fragile than I would ever have
contemplated, because it turns out they are
more fragile!
As a community, none of us can fail to
be concerned about events overseas,
as populism appears to sweep through
many jurisdictions with values similar to
our own and institutions that we would

have considered to be robust. If the core
Westminster public service values are still
the right ones – and I believe they are –
then reform of the State Sector Act 1988
provides us with the opportunity to restate
and reinvigorate those core values.
In my view, it is not enough for that
restatement of values and principles to
be directed to public servants; most know
them and most would like to practise them.
Rather, the time has come for those values
to be enshrined in legislation in such a way
that they speak not only internally but also
externally. The audience that creates most
pressure on those principles is politicians,
and in particular ministers. Understandably,
having been given a democratic mandate,
ministers want to take action to implement
the promises and commitments they have
made. All of that is entirely proper. But if the
public service is to endure for the benefit
of all of us, then there must be an end to
short-term meddling and exhortations to
compromise core public service values. To
achieve that, the public service must be
empowered.
In my view, the core values must have the
force of law, and that law must make plain
to ministers that they will be accountable
if they fail to enable public servants to
adhere to them. That may mean that a
more nuanced “no surprises” policy must
be observed; that ministers must suffer the
ignominy of public servants identifying and
recording defects in proposed government
policy; that ministers must not have the
ability to influence the choice of advisors;
and that the public service – while dutybound to loyally serve the government of
the day – must not be a servant of party
politics.

COVER STORY

REFORMING THE STATE SECTOR
Building a new public sector architecture
With a proposal to review the State Sector Act currently before parliament and a public consultation process underway,
CARL BILLINGTON explores the thinking behind the proposed reforms and the implications this has for the public sector.

A brief history

Taking the next step

The framework for New Zealand’s current
public service administration dates back to
1912, with the Public Service Act – framed as
an antidote to government interference in
public service employment and personnel
matters.

“A lot has changed in the last three decades,
and we need to look further ahead than the
next four years. This is about putting our
system on a more enduring, dynamic footing
that can provide a foundation for the next
30 years,” Chris Hipkins, Minister of State
Services, explains.

The Public Service Act aimed to create an
environment that enabled New Zealand
to build a “non-political, unified, career
Public Service”.1 The Act introduced
clearer authority structures and brought
leadership and employment matters
under the responsibility of a Public Service
Commissioner.

“It’s not about romanticising the past or
demonising the present. We have a darn
good system, one to be proud of – but you
can also see it straining at the edges.

This laid the framework for a professionally
run and politically neutral public service.
The introduction of the State Sector Act in
1988 provided the next step by introducing a
greater focus on accountability.
Through the State Sector Act, the Crown
Entities Act, the Public Finance Act, and
the various amendments that followed,
the reforms of the 1980s and 1990s
brought much greater public visibility
and accountability to public sector
organisations. However, by focusing public
agencies on their individual objectives and
responsibilities, it led to a highly segmented
and siloed public service.
This lack of integration and flexibility is the
key target for the proposed reforms.

Chris Hipkins
“This process is about asking what kind of
public service we want for New Zealand
and positioning our system more flexibly
to ensure we can continue to deliver the
services and support New Zealanders
expect,” Hipkins adds.
“While the State Services Act and the Public
Finance Act represented a necessary shift
from a focus on inputs to one of outputs, the
shift we really need to make in the system
now is to one that’s built around outcomes.”

To help prompt that shift, Hipkins introduced
the State Sector and Crown Entities Reform
Bill earlier this year and has now introduced
a proposal to review the State Sector Act.
What the reforms aim to achieve
“The world has changed dramatically in the
last 30 years, but the legislation that frames
the public sector hasn’t,” Hipkins explains.
“By now we have a really good handle
on what’s working well and what isn’t.
We need a much more joined-up public
sector – particularly in our interactions with
customers.
“The accountability within the system is
now working really well when it comes to
measuring outputs like the services and
products we deliver. However, it starts to
strain when you ask it to measure outcomes.
There are some really big things we need
to achieve as a country, and successfully
tackling some of those issues requires a
joined-up effort. Having the system in place
to enable this is critical.
“Our citizens want it, and our frontline staff
are definitely up for it, but the legislative
framework the sector is built on isn’t,”
Hipkins adds.

“The world has changed
dramatically in the last 30 years,
but the legislation that frames the
public sector hasn’t.”
For Hipkins, this is much more than a small
conceptual shift or some form of internal
housekeeping exercise for the public sector
– it has real-world impacts that will directly
affect, and potentially improve, the daily
lives of New Zealanders.
“When I first became an MP, I constantly
heard from people going through our
citizenship process who literally had to go in
to the Immigration Office and have a whole
lot of forms printed out that they then had to
walk over to hand in at DIA. It drives people
mad – why can’t they submit everything in
one place and then we sort it out?” Hipkins
recalls.
“With the advent of the digital age,
expectations are even higher. People should
be able to just provide the information in
one place and it’s shared with the rest.

This image and the cover show part of the Britomart complex, Auckland.
1

“One area where we have achieved this
is the online ‘birth portal’ where you can
register the birth of a child, request a birth

Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry on the State Services in New Zealand 1962, P N Holloway (known as the McCarthy Report)
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certificate and IRD number, and inform MSD
if required – all in one place.
“We’ve made it work, but it requires a
lot of manual effort behind the scenes to
make it happen. What I’m interested in is
how we build that sort of integration and
connectedness into the system.
“The ‘no wrong door’ idea has been a great
catchphrase. Now we need to put that into
practice and enable and embed it within the
framework of our system. That’s what these
reforms are about,” Hipkins adds.
“It’s about seeing those sorts of services
operating in a joined-up way and being able
to reconfigure ourselves around the best way
to meet citizens’ needs.”
Westminster Lego?
Hipkins points to the United Kingdom’s
Westminster system, which ours draws its
roots from, as a much more flexible way of
structuring the sector.

approach allows us to avoid disruption and
to test the strengths and weaknesses of
different ideas before we implement them.
“We’re working closely with Grant
Robertson’s review of the Public Finance
Act and the introduction of the Wellbeing
Budget. We’re also talking with the previous
government, so everyone is in the loop. I’d
like to think we could manage this as a crossparty initiative.”
Does it go far enough?
Bob Gregory, Emeritus Professor at the
Victoria University of Wellington School of
Government, welcomes the proposed reform
but contends we need to go further.
“It’s not just a question of updating the Act;
it’s not a matter of tinkering. We’re trying
to operate under the architecture that was
built in the 80s and 90s. It was crucial at the
time, but it’s outlived its usefulness now and
needs to be overhauled.”

“The public service for the United Kingdom
is much more pliable than ours, with a
built-in ability to reconfigure and rearrange
people and teams to create the capability
and capacity they need, where they need it.
“In his autobiography, former British MP Ed
Balls describes how he became the Minister
for Education and Children and overnight
a new department was established. To do
something like that in New Zealand would
require a whole suite of restructures and
disruption,” Hipkins adds.
“I’ve said before that their system is
more like a set of Lego blocks that can be
rearranged and reconnected as required.
Ours isn’t like that, but it needs to be.”

“It’s not just a question of updating
the Act; it’s not a matter of tinkering.
We’re trying to operate under the
architecture that was built in the 80s
and 90s. It was crucial at the time,
but it’s outlived its usefulness now
and needs to be overhauled.”
For Hipkins, this reform is about creating
greater flexibility, consistency, and cohesion
in the underlying framework of our public
sector. “It’s about overcoming the systemic
silos and using the right organising
structures to enable the right outcomes. We
need to be able to employ the right option
for the right task, and we need greater
flexibility in the range of legislative options
we have available to us,” Hipkins explains.
Not a big bang
“I don’t see this as a big-bang change. I also
don’t see it as a hugely political exercise.
It’s a modernisation exercise that aims to
establish a more enabling framework that
will put our system on a more enduring
path for the next 30 years – regardless of the
government of the day.
“We’re after a long-term, enduring shift
that we plan to implement in many small
ways over time. Taking a more considered
6 PUBLIC SECTOR September 2018

Bob Gregory
For Gregory, it’s not just the legislative
structures themselves that need revisiting
but also the paradigms and ways of thinking
they embody.
“One of the things you can see with the
reforms of the 80s and 90s is that they
were essentially written by economists –
they embody a narrow theory as to how
public organisations should operate that is
based on economic assumptions,” Gregory
explains.
“That body of theory was useful at the time,
but it’s also limited, and we haven’t yet gone
back to revisit the theoretical framework
behind the legislation.
“You’re always in the business of balancing
trade-offs between different approaches
and values – prioritising between efficiency,
economy, effectiveness, equity, and
humanity. That’s just the nature of the
business,” Gregory adds.
“I’d suggest we might need to start
emphasising some of those other values a
bit more. We’ve certainly given efficiency a
fair crack.”
Unintended consequences
Gregory recognises both the necessity and
the value of the approach that was taken at
the time but highlights some of the legacy
challenges it’s left us with.
“It was a good initial step. It forced
government departments to focus on their
knitting and be more accountable for what
they were set up to do and the outputs they
produced. That was really important; many
of them hadn’t done that before.
“The challenges began when we started to

ask how all those outputs contributed to
the broader policy outcomes we’re seeking.
Chief executives were held accountable
for their ability to produce specific
departmental outputs, so that’s what
they did. What we eventually learned was
that the basic structure of the system was
fragmentation,” Gregory explains.
“It was a step forward at the time, but it’s
become a significant barrier now.”
Asked whether legislative reform is the way
to achieve these changes, Gregory responds:
“It’s part of it, but it’s not the full story. It’s
also cultural and attitudinal. Legislation
itself doesn’t drive change, but it creates
the space within which change can happen.
Currently our legislation limits that change
by driving our silos.
“Legislation should embody and manifest
the key values and aspirations New Zealand
wants for its future. I think it’s very, very
important that we protect and promote
the essential values of public service in this
country.
“The public sector needs to maintain
its status as a politically independent,
politically neutral institution, displaying zero
tolerance of corruption. That needs to be
embedded in law so that key conventions
like political neutrality and free and frank
advice are preserved. The Treaty of Waitangi
also needs to be kept front and centre in this
as well,” Gregory adds.
“With so many public servants making so
many micro-decisions that affect people’s
lives, if we’re not really clear about our
shared values, and if we fail to build them
into our structures, we risk embedding
institutional biases and prejudice that
can unconsciously disadvantage different
citizens and communities against others.
“It’s about getting really clear on the type
of society we want in New Zealand and how
our state sector should reflect the values we
think are important for a fair and humane
society. I think we’ve lost some of that in the
last 20 or 30 years.”
Managing our evolution
For Peter Hughes, the State Services
Commissioner, this is simply the next stage
in the evolution of our public management
system. Reflecting on the trajectory of the
public service to date, Hughes sees three key
steps being taken.
“When I came into the public service in the
1980s, it was a classic Weberian bureaucracy.
Even so, it was a huge advance on the prior
system of patronage and corruption where
politicians simply gave key roles to friends
and family members.
“The Public Service Act brought a much
needed degree of structure and order, due
process, and an equity of treatment that
many countries around the world still don’t
have. However, it lacked accountability.”
That led to the reforms of the 1980s and
1990s, which Hughes describes as the next
evolutionary step – transitioning from a
bureaucratic model to an output-focused
managerial model.

“That was a huge advance. It freed the
system up and unlocked the human talent
in the system, releasing innovation and
creativity, and it gave us a focus on clients,
products, and services,” Hughes explains.
“It’s easy to forget that, when we did this,
New Zealand led the world. As we began
to shift away from the bureaucratic model,
there were lots of people telling us it
couldn’t work.

“The public sector needs to maintain
its status as a politically independent,
politically neutral institution,
displaying zero tolerance of
corruption. That needs to be embedded
in law so that key conventions like
political neutrality and free and frank
advice are preserved. The Treaty of
Waitangi also needs to be kept front
and centre in this as well.”
“Despite that, under the old bureaucratic
model, it took six weeks to grant someone
an unemployment benefit. With this new
managerial model, we got to the point where
you could walk in with your application and
walk out with confirmation the same day.
“This was a giant step forward, but it wasn’t
joined up. Today people need government to
deliver more than just products and services.
They want us to help solve some really
complex problems and help make their lives
better. This requires a level of connectedness
and flexibility that our system just doesn’t
enable,” Hughes adds.
Reconnecting with our core
Ultimately for Hughes, this is about much
more than just a rewrite of the legislation –
it’s about recapturing and reconnecting with
the core essence of public service.
“In terms of the public sector as a whole,
we’re trying to do three key things. Firstly,
reconnecting with the ‘spirit of service’ that’s
referred to in the Act – recapturing the ideal
of public service. The idea that the reason
we’re all here is to serve the individuals, the
families, and the communities that make up
New Zealand.
“It’s about bringing the best of our hearts,
minds, resources, and time to the needs of
others – being totally focused on the needs
of the customer, the citizen. Approaching our
work with humility on one hand, but proudly
using our skills and experience to make the
world a better place.
“We’re looking to foster this spirit of
service across the entire sector and
protect in legislation the key elements that
enable the public service to carry out its
constitutional role: political neutrality, free
and frank advice, merit appointments, open
government, and a sense of stewardship,”
explains Hughes.
“The second aspect is joining up to deliver
better outcomes and services. This aspect is
perhaps the easiest to understand but the
hardest to achieve. We’ve made some great
progress using technology to get joined up.

Smart Start, for example, enables citizens
to register birth events, with all 12 required
agencies, in one go. It’s a great service, but
it took a lot to get there, and we’ve already
identified 17 other life events that need a
similar approach.
“I’m talking with a number of chief
executives on our Social Wellbeing Board at
the moment, and there’s particular issues
we’re looking at tackling together. We’ve
been looking at ways to pool our funding
and temporarily bring people together, but
the current legislation prevents us. If we
were the private sector, we’d simply create a
joint venture, pool our resources, put a team
together, and bring something to the market.
This needs to change,” Hughes contends.

“Assuming the Bill succeeds, the day after it
passes into law, nothing will change. This is
not a restructure – it’s not about dismantling
all the machinery of government. What we
are doing is providing the tools and support
to enable new possibilities so we can work
the way we need to – and embedding
that flexibility in our legislation,” explains
Hughes.

“The two big enablers here are data and
digital. Joined-up data enables a whole
view of the client, their family and whānau,
and their community across each agency
they deal with. Digital delivery means the
information can be accessed anywhere,
anytime and in almost any form. I see data
as the engine of better outcomes and digital
as the engine of better services.

“Those possibilities then need to be
activated to make a difference. You’ll see the
change take effect when someone decides
they want to do a joint venture or create
a joined-up initiative around another life
event. None of this will mean very much
upheaval at all.

“Finally, the third element is enabling the
public service to operate as a modern,
agile, and adaptive system. This is about
recognising that in today’s constantly
changing context, your ability to adapt is
your ability to succeed.

“We’re still going to have government
departments, with core staff and core
business – but we’ll be able to align our
effort and services and collaborate in ways
that just haven’t been possible before,”
Hughes adds.

“We need to be able to take the public
service apart and put it back together
again in different ways depending on the
context. We need to build more interoperability across the service. Currently
we have departments that manage data,
digital platforms, and finances in bespoke
ways that were not built to connect,” adds
Hughes.
“The challenge now is that, as we move up
the maturity curve, we increasingly strain
against the architecture of the previous
paradigm. We’ve reached the point now
where we need to reset the architecture.
That’s what we’re trying to do with the
rewrite of the State Sector Act.
“We’re re-weighting the framework so
it prioritises the system as well as the
individual department. Some argue what
we really need to focus on is culture and
behaviour. They’re right, but we’ve reached
a point where the architecture is holding us
back, so we need to address that.
“We need to take the next step and design a
system that makes the sort of collaboration
and agility we’re talking about possible. Our
job is to give our public servants a system
that empowers people to make this happen
and supports and rewards them when they
do,” Hughes explains.
The process from here
The government’s discussion document,
outlining the proposed changes and inviting
feedback, was released on 4 September. You
can find this on the parliament website.
We asked Peter Hughes to explain how the
process would work and what would happen
should the Bill successfully pass into law.

Peter Hughes

“We need to take the next step and
design a system that makes the sort
of collaboration and agility we’re
talking about possible. Our job is to
give our public servants a system
that empowers people to make this
happen and supports and rewards
them when they do.”
“I really think this will put New Zealand back
at the leading edge internationally. I can’t
think of any other country that’s done this
on an end-to-end basis like we’re about to
do. But we’re New Zealand. That’s what we
do.”

Some likely outcomes
from the reforms?
•

Fewer, more streamlined crown
entities?

•

More flexible deployment of
leaders and staff across the
sector?

•

More temporary cross-agency
collaborative teams?

•

A code of ethics for the entire
public sector?

•

Greater opportunities for staffled collaboration initiatives?
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Walking towards the risk
A conversation with Tim Fowler

Tim Fowler

Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) Chief Executive
Tim Fowler talks with ROSE NORTHCOTT about bold
projects, why he thinks our public sector could take a
leaf out of Australia’s book, and how representing his
country in sport has influenced his work. TEC was a joint
winner of the Prime Minister’s Award in the Deloitte
IPANZ Public Sector Awards 2018 for successfully
implementing the fees-free tertiary education policy.
What is TEC’s role?
As the government tertiary education and careers investor, we
invest around $3 billion annually into the tertiary education
sector to some 700 tertiary organisations (TEOs). This
includes foundation level education, vocational education,
and apprenticeships, all the way through to higher education
degrees and research.
The government has set high-level priorities, encapsulated
within the tertiary education strategy. Based on our guidance,
TEOs submit investment plans and try to meet regional or
national priorities, which include such things as skills for
industry, improving literacy and numeracy, and improving
outcomes for Māori and Pasifika.
How are you aiming to transform the tertiary education
system?
We are seeking to make the system far more user friendly and
learner centric. If you think of the demand side of the tertiary
education system as students and business, we want to give
them a far greater voice in order to drive outcomes, rather than
have a provider-led system, which says you will consume this
product, at this time, for this many years.
The key thing we are working on with the new government
is the system’s funding architecture. Currently it is massively
complicated, totally inflexible, and volume based – the more
students, the more we pay. There needs to be a variety of
changes to better incentivise providers to be able to do the
sort of work and get the high-value outcomes we want. You
can’t change it overnight. The Productivity Commission
inquiry into the tertiary education sector compared it with
a Gordian knot – you pull one thing and it makes it worse
somewhere else. These things need careful unravelling in
order to ensure we don’t eliminate the good things.
This is an extremely interesting and exciting time to be working
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in tertiary education with the amount of change that is going
on, driven by the changing world of work, regional economic
needs, the government, and the market.
What is TEC doing to address the entrenched underachievement of Māori and Pasifika students at the tertiary
level?
The gap between Māori and Pasifika cohorts and the rest of
the system has not been improving. It’s flatlined in terms of
participation and especially achievement. We need to be
real about this. What’s been done in the past hasn’t effected
enough change. We’ve been researching what’s been done by
others and found some international examples, especially one
at Georgia State University (GSU) where they have managed
to turn around 25 percent to 30 percent achievement gaps
between black and Hispanic Americans and white Americans
to zero within seven years.
We say closing the gap here is also doable, and we are picking
the eyes out of the methodology GSU has used. In a snapshot,
they are using big data and predictive analytics to generate
information about individuals that can be actioned through
intrusive advising. It’s all about how you prepare and work
with students. In the main, it’s the non-academic part of their
learning that can make a massive difference. We are going
to “Georgiafy” our goals, and within five years, we want to
see patterns of parity emerge. It’s a big task, and some of our
critics would say five years is ridiculous and it’s a 10–20 year
job. In our view, we are not here to set the bar low, but to be
aspirational and provide tools and investment to help others
do the work.

The gap between Māori and Pasifika cohorts and
the rest of the system has not been improving. It’s
flatlined in terms of participation and especially
achievement. We need to be real about this.
What’s been done in the past hasn’t effected
enough change.
Our polytechnic sector is under strain. What does that
mean for our tertiary sector?
The institutes of technology and polytechnics (ITPs) are
such an important part of our system, and equally, a really
important part of our cities and regional communities.

They don’t just provide learning but also employment. And
they focus on community activity in a variety of places. The
problem is that they are going through an extremely difficult
period that is testing their financial viability. The challenge for
us is to look at structural change and underpinning policies
and finding changes that will make that part of the sector
work. At the same time, we are having to intervene and
support institutions.

You don’t die wondering with the Australians. If
there were 10 opportunities sitting on the table,
they’d take five or six and go away and try
them off the bat. They might not be successful
in all of them, but they would massively
celebrate the ones they got right.
Where did you complete your tertiary education and how
has this helped your career?
I did a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) at Victoria University of
Wellington and then a master’s in politics and international
relations in the United States. They were diverse environments
and gave me the ability to question and develop analytical
skills that I use every day. It was a fantastic foundation. I
was also privileged to do executive level courses at both The
Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and at
INSEAD – and they honed my leadership skills.
When I came back from the States, I started at the External
Assessment Bureau at the Department of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet. Again, that honed my analytical skills and my
ability to write in plain English. The importance of those basiclevel skills is massive.
How did your career progress?
After three years at the Bureau, I realised I wanted to be
making deals rather than writing about people making deals,
so I went into the private sector and then the university
sector. Another highlight was three years working in Australia,
where I had my first general manager role at the University of
Southern Queensland. That got me out of doing functional
leadership and into general leadership and management. It
was an amazing experience working in Australia. They’ve got a
different style of doing things, which I enjoyed.
I moved back to New Zealand in 2009 and back into the public
sector for the first time in 15 years, firstly into a role with NZQA
and then this job in 2013.

opportunities, and if one fails, we chastise ourselves for getting
it wrong. The Australians are hugely optimistic and energetic
when it comes to opportunities.
Did you adopt some of that attitude when implementing
the fees-free policy?
It was a high priority for the new government and had to be
done at breakneck speed. It was high octane stuff – a little over
30 days from the cabinet decision to launch. We didn’t say “It
can’t be done”. We didn’t let it get the better of us. We walked
towards the risk; we embraced it and figured out how we
could manage it. We could do more of that in the public sector
generally.
I was extremely proud of the way our team and my colleagues
in other agencies pulled something together and got it going.
And it has worked really well in terms of the process we put in
place. Winning the IPANZ award was a thrill.
What have been your key influences?
The obvious ones are my family, upbringing, and values. They
really influence how I work and where I work. It’s important
that I do something that matters. Another thing that influences
my work is studying and working internationally. It taught
me a lot about looking for different perspectives. Sport
has also had a positive influence on my career. I’ve played
hockey for New Zealand and represented New Zealand in
ironman. I learnt a lot through sport, especially safely learning
about failure and the need for self-reflection. Applying that
in my work has been hugely valuable. Leadership roles are
personally quite taxing, and reflecting on how I’m operating
and feeling is an important way of managing that challenge.
What advice do you have for ambitious young
professionals?
I think three things need to work in tandem if you want to
enjoy your work and get ahead. First, when you are asked to
do something, over deliver, do it far better than specification.
That is going to be highly valued. Second, don’t walk past
a problem. Be seen as somebody who fixes things. Third,
and most important, is that you need to be able to build
relationships. If you do only those first two things, you can still
be the type of person nobody wants to work with. It you build
relationships and do the first two things in such a way people
love working with you, then you will go a long way. Finally,
don’t be fixated on the next step. If you can focus on those first
three things, good things will happen.

I got into the tertiary education sector by accident. I wanted to
do things that were commercial, which is what attracted me to
the international side of the university sector because I liked
the idea of building a market and relationships and trying to
turn a dollar. At Victoria, we built international education from
a $3 million per annum business to a $35 million business in
five years.
What was it you liked about the Australian style?
You don’t die wondering with the Australians. If there were
10 opportunities sitting on the table, they’d take five or six
and go away and try them off the bat. They might not be
successful in all of them, but they would massively celebrate
the ones they got right. We [New Zealanders] are generally far
more circumspect. We might talk, plan, and do two or three
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AWARDS STORIES

PRIME MINISTER’S AWARD AND ACHIEVING
COLLECTIVE IMPACT AWARD
Delivering fees-free tertiary education for 2018
(Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education Commission,
Ministry of Social Development, and Inland Revenue)

2018
DELOITTE IPANZ
PUBLIC SECTOR

EXCELLENCE

AWARDS

KATHY OMBLER catches up with the
winners of the Deloitte IPANZ Public
Sector Excellence Awards.
A new government inevitably brings change
for the public sector, especially with the
announcement of an ambitious “100-day plan”
at the outset. Part of that plan was introducing
fees-free tertiary education for 2018 (just weeks
after the announcement), and the multi-agency
response that achieved this is the worthy winner
of this year’s Prime Minister’s Award.
Meanwhile, ongoing cross-agency collaboration
in the public sector continues to meet challenges,
embrace changing technologies, and achieve
all-round good things for the benefit of New
Zealanders. Outstanding examples have been
recognised in this year’s awards, along with
awards for individual excellence, such as
Dr Eleri Clissold’s work to improve doctor training
and patient safety and the “righting of past
wrongs” achieved with the special relationship
developed between the New Zealand Transport
Agency and Waikato-Tainui at Rangiriri.

Launch day, 5 December, for the fees-free policy

In October 2017, the new government pledged fees-free tertiary
education, starting from January 2018, which was just six weeks
away. Some wondered if it was even possible. Turns out it was:
thanks largely to the trust and collaborative capacity between
the four delivery agencies.
In announcing the project as the supreme Prime Minister’s
Award winner, judges said the achievement was an outstanding
example of innovation and cross-agency delivery.
Deirdre Marshall, Deputy Chief Operating Officer of
implementation agency Tertiary Education Commission (TEC),
said the new policy could not have been delivered in just six
weeks without the strong relationships, trust, and co-operation
that existed between all agencies involved: TEC, Ministry of
Education, Ministry of Social Development (MSD), and Inland
Revenue.
“Key to the success of putting this policy in place was building
to meet our customers’ needs. We worked together to put the
learner experience first, our tertiary providers’ experience next,
then we looked at our own agencies’ considerations.”
The agencies set up a rapid-fire communication campaign.
A dedicated fees-free TEC website, allowing people to check
their eligibility with a tool that integrated data from multiple
agencies, was visited by more than 65,000 users in its first week.
The development of this website was at the core of the project.
“This was where students could go to check eligibility and
find everything they needed to know about the opportunities
available to them under fees-free,” says Marshall. “It was not just
a matter of developing the right content, but getting the right
technical functionality, security of data, second-level customer
support, and everything else that goes into setting up a new
high-volume, customer-facing service – and doing this all in the
space of a few weeks.”
People used the service. “In the first three weeks, we had over
115,000 students access the website, and by the end of June this
year, there had been more than half a million unique visitors.
By that time, there had also been 12,300 visits from providers
seeking information on the TEC website and more than 12,000
phone calls to the 0800 helpline at MSD.
“It was a great result and a credit to our partners and to the
people across all the agencies who worked so hard to deliver for
learners.”
Meanwhile, the MSD StudyLink team used their website,
a newly established fees-free call centre, Facebook, and
other promotional activity to support TEC in informing and
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Winners of the Prime Minister’s Award for Public Sector Excellence (representatives from Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education Commission,
Ministry of Social Development, and Inland Revenue, with Minister of Finance, Grant Robertson)

advising students, as well as intercepting 16,000 student loan
applications already received and checking them for fees-free
eligibility.
Inland Revenue led the planning for an alternative fees-free
model based on reversing student loans, then supported
Studylink and the TEC to implement the TEC-led model.
By 28 February, more than 52,000 people had verified their
eligibility for fees-free study online. As at April, around 33,500
students and trainees had taken up their new fees-free
entitlement.
Tertiary education organisations were also kept up to speed.
Within three hours of the policy launch, all 170 tertiary providers
were briefed and given supporting operational details. All
were advised and assisted with their preparation of business
processes to manage fees-free enrolments and, by 3 January, all
providers had been paid their expected fees income for eligible
students for the first quarter of 2018.
Claire Douglas, Deputy Secretary, Graduate Achievement,
Vocations and Careers at the Ministry of Education, agrees
with Marshall that the key to successful delivery in such a tight
timeframe was inter-agency co-operation and trust.
“We were able to get up and running quickly because of solid
existing relationships between agencies,” she says.
“Teams from across our agencies worked together daily. Risks
were assessed and managed, and decisions taken quickly
by a management steering group, by a governance group of
senior agency leaders, and in frequent meetings with our new
ministers. We dealt with every hurdle together and the interface
between the levels worked.
“I’m proud of the work we did with our partners – TEC (as
implementation agency), MSD StudyLink, and Inland Revenue.
“The Prime Minister’s award is also a tribute to hundreds of
people for their work to help us implement the policy,” she adds.

CROWN–MĀORI RELATIONSHIPS
Waikato Expressway – Rangiriri section
(NZ Transport Agency)
Magnificent carved pou and a tomokanga (gateway) stand tall
at the entrance to Rangiriri Paa, close to traffic streaming past
on the Rangiriri section of the Waikato Expressway. The 1863
Battle of Rangiriri was the first major conflict of the Waikato
invasion by British forces, and these structures, along with

The tomokanga at Rangiriri

the symbolically reinterpreted paa layout, acknowledge the
significance of this place and its standing in New Zealand
history.
On another level, the paa project is testimony to the relationship
forged between the Crown and Waikato-Tainui people since the
new road construction began in 2013. Building the 4.8 kilometre
four-lane highway was just one aspect of this $125 million
project – healing old wounds was another.
The paa site had been desecrated during a 1965 state-highway
upgrade, and the new project provided an opportunity to
redress this, to partner with tangata whenua, and to right past
wrongs says NZ Transport Agency’s Peter Simcock.
“Rangiriri was never just about building a four-lane expressway.
It was also about the Crown and Waikato-Tainui working
together to preserve the cultural and historical significance of
Rangiriri, about doing things differently and recognising the
area’s history for all New Zealanders.”
NZ Transport Agency’s contracting process with contractors
Fletcher Construction called for mahi tahi (working as one) in
the integration of tangata whenua, the recognition of WaikatoTainui mana, and in accepting and using iwi input through a
specific working group.
This collaborative approach to the planning, design, and
construction included removing the highway from the paa
site and the development of a historic display, which includes
a scaled representation of the former paa and battle trench.
The interpretative space was designed to provide continued
education and contemplation for all New Zealanders.
The history is also reflected in bridge barrier designs, native
plantings, and in the acknowledgment of the architect of
Rangiriri Paa, Pene Te Wharepu, through the name of the
connecting Te Wharepu Road.
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NEW PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR
Dr Eleri Clissold (Waitemata District Health Board)

Dr Eleri Clissold

Through improving junior doctor training, designing virtualreality solutions to prepare for medical emergencies, and working
to improve patient safety across community medical care, the
high-achieving Dr Eleri Clissold has shaped both educational and
clinical practice since joining the Waitemata District Health Board
(DHB) in 2015.
As the Waitemata DHB’s inaugural Medical Education Fellow,
Eleri led the design and implementation of a dedicated teaching
programme for post-graduate year-2 doctors. Unique in New
Zealand, it achieved a 90 percent approval rating. As well, Eleri
developed a bundle of technological solutions to engage junior
doctors and improve their training experience.
During her fellowship, Eleri also designed an innovative virtualreality solution to prepare junior doctors for resuscitation
in medical emergencies. Eleri’s work has demonstrated the
possibilities for this technology in the wider healthcare industry.
Eleri is now heading Safety in Practice, a large project aimed
to improve patient safety. This encompasses GPs, community
pharmacies, and urgent care clinics throughout the Waitemata
DHB. Her piloting work, based around the use of high-risk
medicines, has resulted in a significant reduction in prescribing
high-risk NSAIDs (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) and the
improved observations of critically ill patients.
Eleri has made an outstanding contribution to the public sector
says Waitemata DHB Chief Executive, Dr Dale Bramley. “She has
quickly established herself as an emerging talent and made a
significant contribution to the development of New Zealand’s
future medical workforce.”
For her part, Eleri says she is delighted that the award has
highlighted some of the great work going on at Waitemata
DHB. “I’m privileged to work with fantastic teams across the
organisation who have taught me so much in the last two years. I
am truly grateful for the support I have received and honoured to
receive the award.”

hours, NZ Police received a month’s worth of potential recruit
queries.

Part of NZ Police’s Drive Diversity campaign – supporting Pride Week

The video was just one strategy in the Drive Diversity campaign,
launched last year following a government call for the
recruitment of 880 extra Police.
Valuing diversity has become embedded in Police culture since
becoming a core organisational value in 2014, when ambitious
new recruitment targets were set for gender and ethnic groups. A
range of diversity-related initiatives have included an overhaul of
the recruitment process to ensure it did not unfairly disadvantage
any group, without lowering recruitment standards.
The 2017 recruitment campaign was based on research that
identified both barriers and triggers for different ethnicities
and genders in applying to join. As a result, online campaigns
were targeted to show that Police recruits are trained to cope
emotionally and physically, that Police work in teams, that there
is real respect among Police and pride in working in communities,
and that there is a good starting salary and many career paths to
choose from.
Results have been significant, with 35 percent more applicants
in 2017 compared with 2016. These included increases from
female (35 percent), Māori (45 percent), Asian (63 percent), and
Pacific Island (17 percent) applicants. Of these, 17 percent made
it through the selection process, up from 11 percent in previous
years.
Commissioner of Police, Mike Bush, has been fully supportive.
“The recruitment campaign has showcased NZ Police as a great
place to work where diversity is valued. It has been a wonderful
success story, and I thank all the staff involved.”

PUBLIC SECTOR ENGAGEMENT
WTF Tairāwhiti: Long-term plan early engagement campaign
(Gisborne District Council)

IMPROVING DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVENESS
WITHIN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Transforming NZ Police recruitment to drive diversity
(New Zealand Police)
Wacky Kiwi humour on a short video clip, aimed to showcase
Police diversity, succeeded beyond expectations when it became
an international social-media hit. The fun-filled video, starring 70
Police of mixed cultures and genders, sent a strong message that
NZ Police has thrown its recruitment door wide open to diversity.
Twelve hours after being posted on the NZ Police Recruitment
Facebook page, “the world’s most entertaining police recruitment
video” had been seen by more than a million people. Within 24
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Getting younger people involved in Tairāwhiti

A deliberately provocative campaign, aimed to engage people
who don’t normally get involved with council planning, resulted

in a huge response compared with the last long-term plan
consultation in 2014.
The council’s in-house communications team was given
creative licence to develop a new approach to consultation. The
result was an attention-catching, seven-week campaign that
encompassed new WTF: Tairāwhiti branding; an easy-to-use
website that attracted shared conversations from school children
to pensioners; a fully Māori-translated website to engage with
the district’s 50 percent Māori community; a branded Kombi
van that embarked on a roadshow of meetings, community
events (for example, at A & P shows), and school and marae visits
throughout the district; colourful and provocative newspaper
adverts; bilingual radio advertising; and social media coverage.
Anita Reedy-Holthausen, the council’s Customer Engagement
Manager, says the brand was deliberately provocative and, using
bilingual and community-based approaches, was a completely
new way of engaging the community in the long-term plan
process.
“We set out to make ourselves more relatable, vibrant, and edgy
and to get the attention of our community – in particular those
who wouldn’t normally engage in council planning.”
The campaign was launched first to council staff, who
immediately became informed ambassadors. Councillors were
also impressed and supportive.
The campaign was a huge success. “We certainly achieved
community attention through taking our message to 35
community events, hui, schools, interest groups, and public
spaces, increasing face-to-face engagement by 700 percent and
widening the participation from different communities and
demographics, including youth and Māori.”
She adds that the council has also learned to do what the
community wants, not what they think the community needs.

The establishment process was challenging, with varied
stakeholders involved, complex subject matter, and tight
timeframes. A key to success was the highly consultative
approach; the set-up team worked in close collaboration with
other government agencies, technicians, and the international
CERT community.
Essentially, CERT NZ supports businesses, organisations,
and individuals who are affected (or may be affected) by
cyber-security incidents. It provides trusted and authoritative
information and advice while also collating a profile of the threat
landscape and enabling New Zealand to play its part in global
efforts to improve internet security.
One of CERT NZ’s key targets was to create a simple way for New
Zealanders to access information about cyber security. It needed
to work for all people, including those with low cyber-security
literacy. Accordingly the team developed a website that uses
clear and concise language, has accessible content, and has
dynamic reporting tools that allow anyone, regardless of their
technical ability, to get the help they need.
Since its launch, CERT NZ has assisted New Zealanders from all
walks of life, receiving more than 1000 incident reports in the
nine months of operation in 2017.
This is a great achievement, both for the CERT NZ team and the
broader MBIE team who worked on the establishment project,
says Pope. “This award recognises and reflects the quality, skill,
and commitment of the collective team.”

IMPROVING PUBLIC VALUE THROUGH
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Taking it to the people: Transforming the general election
(Electoral Commission)

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT
Establishment of CERT NZ
(Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment [MBIE])

The Electoral Commission taking the election to the people

A large turnout is critical for the acceptance of an election
outcome, yet electoral enrolments and voting participation in
New Zealand have been in decline in recent years. So in the
build-up to the 2017 general election, lifting voter participation
rates was the challenge faced by the Electoral Commission, says
Alicia Wright, Chief Electoral Officer.
Messages from CERT engaging directly with the public

As the ever-expanding digital world faces increasing incidences
of security breach and attack, the need for cyber security has
become critical. In the 2016 Budget, $22 million was allocated to
establish a dedicated Computer Emergency Response Team for
New Zealand (CERT NZ).
In April 2017, just 10 months later, on time and on budget, CERT
NZ was launched.
“This was a huge accomplishment, which we are proud to have
recognised with our broader public sector colleagues,” says Rob
Pope, Director, CERT NZ.

“Our response in 2017 was to make voting more accessible
by taking voting services to places like shopping malls,
supermarkets, and tertiary institutions so that voting would fit
into people’s everyday lives.”
When planning for the election, the Electoral Commission looked
at the types of voting places that had been most popular in the
past. It considered people’s commuting, work, and leisure habits
to help identify places that would meet their needs in terms of
locations and opening times. As a result, key changes included
extending opening hours, including Sundays and evenings, for
advance voting in the busiest places.
“We had to transform our business away from the traditional
approach of simply making voting available at the usual voting
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places,” says Wright. “We did it within budget and maintained
the integrity of the vote,” she adds.
Results were impressive: 2017 had the highest turnout of general
voters (79.5 percent) and of Māori electorate voters (66.7 percent)
since 2005 and a 6.5 percent increase of voters aged under 30,
while 85,000 voters enrolled and voted at the same time, and the
number of advance voters leapt from 17 percent in 2011 to
47 percent.
Allison McPherson, an Electoral Commission Project Leader, says
while it was a big change for operational staff, they were keen
to try a new approach. “They showed a real willingness to work
in often busy and noisy environments because they could see
the value in the new locations and making it easier for people to
enrol and vote.”

EXCELLENCE IN REGULATORY SYSTEMS
Anti-money laundering and countering financing terrorism
(Ministry of Justice, Department of Internal Affairs, Reserve
Bank of New Zealand, Financial Markets Authority,
New Zealand Customs, and Inland Revenue)

The industry advisory group provided a good understanding of
the businesses that government agencies are regulating. A multifaceted approach to raising public awareness, through targeted
websites such as settled.govt.nz and govt.nz, has also been
developed.
Outcomes of the new system include safer communities, a
“legitimate economy” where it is difficult for “dirty money” to
enter the financial system undetected, and the strengthening of
New Zealand’s reputation as a “good place to do business”.
“These reforms make a significant contribution to the wider
objective of reducing crime in New Zealand,” says Chhana.

BUILDING TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
IN GOVERNMENT
Project CORTEX
(Government Communications Security Bureau [GCSB])

Part of the CORTEX campaign for building strong public trust

The need for secrecy calls for strong public trust and confidence,
and this was a key driver in the development of the GCSB’s cybersecurity initiative Project CORTEX.

Some of the publicity around fighting money laundering

Reform to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, one
of the largest and most complex regulatory systems developed in
New Zealand, was achieved in a seriously tight timeframe across
many agencies and industry groups.
New Zealand’s Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
Terrorism (AML/CFT) Act came into effect in 2013. Phase One of a
two-phase implementation applied to financial institutions and
casinos. Phase Two – relating to money laundering and terrorism
finance – extends obligations to more than 6000 businesses, such
as legal and accounting services, real estate agents, and dealers
in high-value goods.
Seven government agencies, including the Ministry of Justice
in a “stewardship” role, were involved in extending and
strengthening this regulatory system. An industry advisory
group, representing professional business groups and industry
associations, provided meaningful collaboration (and continues
to do so).
Rajesh Chhana, Deputy Secretary Policy, Ministry of Justice, said
the reform was a huge piece of work with some very challenging
deadlines. “The team put in a lot of hard work, with a real spirit
of collaboration across all of the agencies involved.
“The project has also been an example of how the Ministry can
work closely with businesses and industry to achieve desirable
outcomes.”
New Zealand’s AML/CFT system is guided by international
standards and has been moulded into a regulatory framework.
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This award recognises the efforts of staff across the bureau
to build and sustain trusted relationships with a broad crosssection of New Zealand’s most significant organisations, says
GCSB Director-General, Andrew Hampton.
Project CORTEX was initiated in 2014, when the GCSB saw a
need for advanced cyber protection for vulnerable government
agencies and critical national infrastructure.
At the time, there was no strategic framework for cyber security
in New Zealand, so the bureau decided to fill this void.
With no “off the shelf” solutions available, GCSB adapted
technology from international partners and highly classified
threat information to create a set of unique cyber-security tools.
As a result of the CORTEX initiative, GCSB now offers enhanced
cyber protection and greater visibility and understanding of
cyber threats, while an active disruption component provides
direct, before-the-fact harm mitigation.
There was a strong uptake, with nearly all public and private
sector organisations offered CORTEX services signing up. Now,
in a typical month CORTEX detects and disrupts between 15
and 20 cyber intrusions affecting one or more New Zealand
organisations. CORTEX has already prevented millions of dollars’
worth of economic harm.
The project is also helping to upskill New Zealand’s cyber
security workforce and is contributing to international cyber
defence.
And the bureau is not resting on its laurels, says Hampton.
“We are currently planning for the next stage of delivering our
cyber-security services, with the roll-out of a malware free
networks capability to a broader range of nationally significant
organisations.”

SPECIAL FEATURE: LOCAL GOVERNMENT

THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES FACING
NEW ZEALAND’S MOST REMOTE COUNCIL
In the third of our articles on local government, BRIAR EDMONDS looks at the remarkable and
unique challenges facing a council 800 kilometres from the New Zealand coast: the Chatham Islands Council.

Visiting the Chatham Islands is a bit like stepping back in
time. It’s a place of awe-inspiring volcanic landscapes and
forest-covered cliffs, with beaches that seem never-ending.
Tucked away about 800 kilometres to the east of
Christchurch, the “Chathams” are very remote. Known as
Rēkohu in Moriori and Wharekauri in Māori, they’re made up
of an archipelago of 11 islands. Only two (Pitt and Chatham)
are inhabited. The total resident population is just 600 people
– who are, not surprisingly, a resilient and self-reliant bunch.
When asked what’s unique about managing a council in
the Chatham Islands, Owen Pickles, General Manager, says,
“Everything!”
“It’s such a remote place with so few people. Everything we
do has unusual challenges you wouldn’t find anywhere else.”
The Chatham Islands’ economy
Most of the
Chatham
Islands’
economy
is based on
fishing, sheep
and cattle
farming, and
tourism. This
economic mix
has been stable
for the past 50
years. Chatham
Island exports
are 150 percent
of their GDP,
well above the current national level of 30 percent and the
New Zealand government’s economic growth target of
40 percent.
The fishing sector is the major industry, generating $18.5
million in GDP in 2016. The sector grew significantly in 2017,
with both employment and GDP growth of about 11 percent.
Over the longer term, employment has been steady but GDP
has been declining.

GDP and employment have grown over the medium term,
especially GDP.
Tourism contributed $2 million to the Chatham Islands’
economy in 2016. The sector experienced substantial growth
in 2017, with GDP and employment growth of over 20
percent. The sector has grown steadily over the last 10 years.
Owen Pickles points out, “Our economy has significant
potential, but it’s constrained by our tiny population and
distance from markets, and our infrastructure needs work.”
Finding the money – a perennial problem
Like all councils, the Chatham Islands Council obtains income
to create and maintain infrastructure and services through
charging rates. Yet unlike other councils, there is a tiny
number of people to collect rates from. This means income
levels from rates are too small to cover everything that goes
into keeping
the Chathams
running.
To address
this challenge,
central
government
tops up the
Islands’ funding
to the tune of
$3 million per
year. While this
sounds like
a reasonable
figure, it
doesn’t go far,
especially when you consider the extra cost of shipping.
As Pickles says: “Building infrastructure on the Chathams
is a whole different kettle of fish than it would be on the
mainland. It’s expensive, time consuming, and tricky to ship
materials, tools, and resources to the islands.
“An example of the infrastructure our community always
wants more of is roading – new sealed roads. Those are
always on the list. But such a small population makes it hard
to justify the spend. Bringing everything needed to build
roads over to the islands is a really costly endeavour.”
And costs are always rising, which adds to the challenge.

Farming generated $4.8 million in GDP in 2016. Over the long
term, both GDP and employment have contracted, although
this is largely due to a decline between 2006 and 2011. Both

Recent success – a new wharf
Despite all the challenges, there has been a recent
infrastructure success for the council. Earlier this year, it
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officially opened a $52 million wharf, which was funded
through central government.
The wharf is a critical lifeline – it’s the only cargo-handling
facility for exports and essential supplies, such as diesel for
the electricity grid and fuel for air services.
Those behind the project hope it will reduce the number
of days that ships can’t dock from 70 a year to just 15. This
will be a boon for the islands’ critical industries of fishing,
produce, and farming.

“An example of the infrastructure our
community always wants more of is roading –
new sealed roads. Those are always on the list.
But such a small population makes it hard to
justify the spend. Bringing everything needed
to build roads over to the islands is a really
costly endeavour.”
The new wharf has made shipping more reliable, improved
the health and safety of wharf operations, and future-proofed
the wharf for expansion, while improving animal welfare for
exported livestock.
Extensive community engagement was undertaken
throughout the process, including consultation over the
requirements for operations at the port, over existing coastal
processes, and over the likely effects of the development,
along with options for social and environmental
improvements.
“Having this all-weather port, this great facility, and a wharf
that is nice and clean for exporting our fish and our produce
will be a fantastic thing for our community,” says Pickles.
Before construction on the wharf and the 163 metre
breakwater could begin, a quarry had to be set up on the
island to provide the rock and concrete.
The island’s isolation made it one of the hardest projects the
construction company had ever taken on.

the predominant south-westerly wind. The weather can get
very “big”. During that kind of weather, ships aren’t able to
tie up at the wharf, so before they could build the wharf, the
constructors had to erect a protective barrier to guard ships
from the wildest weather. That was a real challenge.
Mr Pickles says the new wharf will have a big impact on the
Chatham Islands: “It’s going to let the industries here grow.”
The government is also currently spending about $12 million
upgrading the wharf on neighbouring Pitt Island, which has a
population of 30 people.
Airport upgrade next on the list
Upgrading the airport is the next infrastructure goal for the
Chatham Islands Council.
Pickles says, “We really want to improve our airport. It’s a big
project, probably around $35 million. But the positive impact
on the community and our ability to better support ours and
New Zealand’s economy through export and tourism will be
big.
“We’re seeking funding support from central government to
make it happen,” he says.
Air Chathams has said it will start a Boeing 737 service if
residents and the government will fund an upgrade to the
airport’s runway.
There are growing visitor and freight markets that a new
airport will help them to develop. “The hope is that we’ll
get more cruise liners in and potentially more shipping
companies,” says Owen Pickles.
Co-ordinated investment will be key for the future
The Chatham Islands is certainly a place of special
significance and one with definite economic potential. It’s
clear that strategic, co-ordinated investment by central
government, local government, and other stakeholders will
be needed to develop an economy that is sustainable in the
long term.

There’s not a lot of protection in the Chatham Islands from

New Policy and Communications Opportunities
We are well into 2018 and the market isn’t slowing down! There is a strong demand for policy and communications professionals across a
number of sectors in response to new government initiatives being rolled out. As the year has progressed there have been a number of exciting
and diverse projects to be a part of and this will only continue over the months to come.
At this time of the year demand is high for:
• Senior Policy Advisors with experience in the Social Sector
• Research Analysts with stakeholder engagement skills
• Mid to senior level communications professionals with both an internal and external focus
• Policy professionals who are interested in working in the commercial sector
Email Victoria.Brice@h2r.co.nz to hear more! (Kirsty Brown is on maternity leave until March 2019)
Policy Contractors – We are working with a variety of government agencies who are seeking
experienced policy contractors to lead and be involved in significant policy programmes. If this sounds
like you please contact our contracting specialist Katerina Makarios at katerina.makarios@h2r.co.nz
For more details, visit www.H2R.co.nz/policy or call us on 04 499 9471.

NZ’s Leading Recruitment and
Organisational Development Specialists
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Kirsty Brown and Victoria Brice

BRITISH BRIEF

Is the United Kingdom government fit for purpose?
Governance expert Professor Andrew Kakabadse, Henley Business School, University of Reading,
interviewed current and former ministers and civil servants on whether the UK government is fit for purpose.
Writer SHELLY FARR BISWELL talks with Professor Kakabadse about his findings.
Last year, the UK Government’s Public Administration and
Constitutional Affairs Committee (PACAC) held an inquiry
called the Work of the Civil Service. As the PACAC notes in
the introduction of their final report: “Many have questioned
whether the permanent and impartial Civil Service we have
today is capable of dealing with modern challenges, whether it is
sufficiently accountable, and even whether it is in fact impartial.
The Civil Service is being tested, along with all its other burdens
and tasks, by the process of leaving the EU.”

the guiding question was broadened to: Is government fit for
purpose?”
To answer this question, Kakabadse considered numerous
aspects of government, looking at both organisational roles and
responsibilities, as well as influences, such as prioritisation and
project management.
While there are significant differences in the political landscape
in New Zealand and the UK, Kakabadse’s research provides useful
insights that can be applied here.
Chemistry factor
Professor Kakabadse says the central finding of his research is
that the chemistry between secretaries of state and permanent
secretaries is essential in policy delivery.

As part of the inquiry, the PACAC commissioned Professor
Kakabadse to conduct confidential research that focused on the
effectiveness of the UK Civil Service. Kakabadse’s study is thought
to be the biggest of its kind since the 1854 Northcote-Trevelyan
Report – a report that served as the basis for the establishment of
the UK Civil Service.
For the study, nearly 160 interviews were conducted with
current and former secretaries of state (cabinet ministers), junior
ministers, special political advisors, permanent secretaries (a
similar role to chief executives in the New Zealand system),
director generals, and senior civil servants, as well as others with
a working knowledge of the Civil Service.
The initial guiding
question for the
research was: Is the
Civil Service fit for
purpose?
“Early in the interview
process we realised
that this question
was too restrictive,”
Kakabadse says.
“What became clear is
that the professional
relationship or
what many of those
interviewed referred
to as the ‘chemistry’
between secretaries of
state and permanent
secretaries is pivotal
in policy development
and delivery. In
acknowledgment of
this dynamic and other
factors, such as how
ministers contribute
to policy delivery,

“A positive chemistry between secretaries of state and permanent
secretaries is fundamental. It requires far more attention than it
currently receives and needs to be considered at the systems level
of government,” he says.

“… if there’s one single message, and it’s perhaps
even more relevant now, it’s behave with courtesy,
professionalism and respect towards all of those you
are dealing with, and in particular your civil servants.”
Kakabadse adds there is a natural tension between these two
roles.
“Secretaries of state have an urgency to deliver on political
imperatives, whereas permanent secretaries are concerned
with providing an accurate assessment. Where there’s a positive
chemistry, this tension can support effective policy delivery.
Unfortunately, my research found that between 10 and 53 percent
of these relationships are dysfunctional and can have a negative
impact on or completely derail policy delivery.”
Kakabadse found that the qualities most often cited for
constructive relationships between secretaries of state and
permanent secretaries were courtesy, professionalism, collegiality,
respect, and personal sensitivity.
As one interviewed secretary of state said, “… if there’s one single
message, and it’s perhaps even more relevant now, it’s behave
with courtesy, professionalism and respect towards all of those
you are dealing with, and in particular your civil servants. That
absolutely does not mean that you need to accept any piece of
advice that they give you, that you can’t be critical, and indeed
highly critical, if they deliver service, advice, delivery which is
clearly not good enough.”
Two elements in creating good chemistry are the ability to find
commonalities and the ability to appreciate the other person’s
perspective.
“Civil servants – across the board – have an inherent
understanding of this. They appreciate the demanding role
secretaries of state are in as elected representatives. And as civil
servants, they are fully committed to pursuing their secretary
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of state’s agenda with the aim of serving the public good,”
Kakabadse says.
As noted in the report, and emphasising the strained
relationships caused by Brexit: “No evidence emerges that civil
servants undermine or thwart their minister or derail the Brexit
negotiations. In fact, civil servants emerge as dedicated to the
Civil Service and their role in serving the public, leading naturally
for a positive and productive relationship with their Secretary of
State.”
Kakabadse says there are two very distinct types of thought for
secretaries of state and junior ministers when it comes to civil
servants.

Professor Kakabadse found that civil servants
understand the importance of speaking truth to
power, but many are reluctant to do this as they
fear the repercussions.
“The first type of thought is that civil servants, particularly
permanent secretaries, are considered professional, thoughtful,
experienced, and able to work through complex challenges,” he
says.
The other viewpoint, however, is a perception that civil
servants are overly cautious or obstructive in carrying out the
government’s policy objectives.
“This second viewpoint is completely counter to what I found
in my research. This made me look at what was the underlying
cause for this belief,” Kakabadse says.
What he found is that this negative viewpoint is grounded in
the tension between political urgency (ministers) and accurate
assessment (civil servants).
Even where ministers spoke highly of civil servants, he found
few acknowledge the efforts required for policy delivery. As he
notes in the report’s conclusions, “Only two Secretaries of State
in this sample highlighted that a fundamental part of their role
is attention to policy delivery and execution. Many still view the
civil servant as not sufficiently responsive. For that reason, the
roles of Secretary of State and Permanent Secretary overlap to
the detriment of policy delivery.”
Speaking truth to power
An issue that compounds the viewpoint held by some ministers
that civil servants can be obstructive is the difficulty civil servants
may have in speaking truth to power. Professor Kakabadse
found that civil servants understand the importance of speaking
truth to power, but many are reluctant to do this as they fear the
repercussions.
As he notes in the conclusions of his report, “This study confirms
that speaking truth to power can be damaging where the
relationship between the minister and civil servant is ill prepared
for such an encounter.”
The ability to speak truth to power requires a robust relationship
between a secretary of state and permanent secretary. His
inquiry found that, within the current system, building that
robust relationship is based solely on the efforts of individual
permanent secretaries and senior civil servants.
Acknowledging that this dynamic is not likely to change, he
recommends that permanent secretaries and department
leadership teams need to “prioritise building a culture that is
accepting of speaking truth to power”.
It starts with respect
It’s no surprise that permanent secretaries with a track record of
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positive relationships with ministers make those relationships
a priority. As one interviewed permanent secretary said, “It
requires a willingness to invest in relationships, particularly
with ministers… it’s about the relationships with ministers, the
relationships with my team and the overall context. If you really
invest heavily and upfront in that relationship [with the Secretary
of State], and you do the things that you need to do, at the same
time you make sure they’re consistent with what it means to be a
Permanent Secretary, then you are fulfilling the role.”
In his recommendations, Kakabadse says that the relationship
between secretaries of state and permanent secretaries needs to
be given more respect. As part of this, both sides need to initiate
sensitive conversations as soon as issues arise to avoid creating a
blame culture.
Kakabadse also recommends training and professional
development in dyadic and team relationships, including adding
it to the UK’s Civil Service Leadership Academy curriculum.
Improving transitions
As with any relationship, first impressions can have a lasting
impact. As one permanent secretary said when interviewed,
“It takes about three months to really know your minister, but
during that time things can really go wrong and sometimes
cannot be put right.”
In the UK, frequent portfolio shuffles for secretaries of state and
regular reassignments for permanent secretaries adds to the
challenge of fostering strong relationships.
“Relationships are built on trust and knowing how another
person works. These qualities take concerted effort. Regrettably,
the turnover in these pivotal roles can have an extremely
disruptive effect,” Professor Kakabadse says.
To address this issue, Kakabadse says the critical three-month
transition period can be condensed to three weeks through
coaching and using evidence-based feedback. He says this needs
to be an integral part of the induction of secretaries of state and
permanent secretaries.
So, is the UK government fit for purpose?
While Professor Kakabadse found many encouraging aspects in
how the current system works, in his report, he provides a range
of recommendations to improve policy delivery.

As with any relationship, first impressions can have a
lasting impact. As one permanent secretary said when
interviewed, “It takes about three months to really
know your minister, but during that time things can
really go wrong and sometimes cannot be put right.”
As he writes in the report’s conclusion, “What started as an
inquiry into Civil Service effectiveness has become a statement
on how the Secretary of State can be better positioned to deliver
policy for the public good. In one sense there has been no
departure from the core responsibility of the civil servants to
steadfastly serve the minister. The contribution of this study is to
show how this can be better done.”
You can read Professor Kakabadse’s written evidence to
the PACAC at http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/
committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/publicadministration-and-constitutional-affairs-committee/civilservice-effectiveness/written/79751.html
To read the PACAC’s final report, go to https://publications.
parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmpubadm/497/49702.
htm

BOOKS

PUBLIC POLICY
AND THE “NUDGE”

Michael Macaulay

Nudge theory has been one of the
big developments in recent public
policy. MICHAEL MACAULAY looks
at a wide-ranging assessment of
the nudge concept, and it finds
him asking a few questions.
The very eminent public policy academic
Peter John has written an admirably
sensible, well-balanced primer on
behavioural public policy. It neither oversells the merits of “nudge” nor critically
undercuts them. The book is so balanced,
in fact, that its 150-page answer to the
question of “How far to nudge?” is a rocksolid “It depends”.
“Nudge” is the term popularised by Nobel
prizewinners Thaler and Sunstein and
has become shorthand for a behavioural
economics approach to public policy.
As John shows, this approach requires
two pathways. First, it necessitates
the creation of a “choice architecture”
that is formed from an understanding
of psychological processes in decision
making, for example, understanding
the effects of peer pressure or why
people respond differently to authority.
Second, a public policy nudge requires
an institutional change to lock in these
understandings. As John suggests at the
very beginning of the book, a reliance
on the former is simply another form of
marketing.
John’s book is timely and welcomed,
especially here in New Zealand, where
certain sections of the public policy
community have approached it with an
almost evangelical zeal. And why not?
Using behavioural techniques have
brought tangible results. How many tax
agencies around the world now use a
more friendly tone and subconscious
peer pressure in their messaging to nudge
more of us into doing our tax returns? And
we do! In droves!!
New Zealand has also played host to
behavioural experts from around the

world, especially from the UK. The
great David Halpern, leader of the
UK’s Behavioural Insights Team (BIT),
has visited these shores many times,
as have his colleagues from Australia
and other parts of the world. VUW’s
Institute for Governance and Policy
Studies have welcomed scholars such
as Liz Richardson, who is even in John’s
acknowledgments.
The book is packed full of empirical
evidence. John includes myriad examples
of where nudge has been used in public
policy. He retells, for those who haven’t
yet heard it, the tale of the creation of
the UK’s BIT under David Cameron’s
coalition government, although he stops
short of saying that it was the first ever
government agency to be privatised.
The beauty of John’s approach is that
it offers a “greatest hits” package of
all things nudge. He covers the basic
theoretical underpinnings of behavioural
economics: the reliance (so far at least)
on subconscious “fast” thinking espoused
by Daniel Kahneman and others. John
is also honest enough to show the
debts that behavioural insights owes
to other fields, although there is still a
possible reluctance to emphasise prior
insights from the areas of marketing and
consumer behaviour psychology.
Such erudition is to be expected. Not
only is Peter John a renowned scholar
in the field, but he is also based in King’s
College, London, from where a great
deal of the UK-based work on nudge has
emanated. They even offer a free online
course in behavioural economics – try it
for yourselves.
Best of all, though, John does not shy
away from critiques of nudge, whether
these are ideological, ethical, or practical.
Entire chapters are devoted to addressing
concerns that have been raised over the
past few years, including, to declare my
interest, concerns raised by me. No critics
have, to my knowledge, ever suggested

that nudge was necessarily a negative
approach, but many have pointed out
that there are areas that could be more
open, transparent, or efficient. John
acknowledges these, to his great credit.
His responses to these criticisms could,
perhaps, be better fleshed out. John’s
arguments around ethics, for example,
are largely theoretical as they discuss
the rights and wrongs of “libertarian
paternalism” and the various retooling
of nudge that Sunstein, in particular, has
engaged in this last decade. This detracts
from the clear concerns that have been
raised elsewhere. Nudge is essentially
a manipulative policy intervention that
frequently relies on us not noticing that
it has been done to us (for example, how
many people ever noticed the change in
the IRD messages?). The ethical question
is to what extent that is helpful in an open
society. Or perhaps more accurately,
where should nudge begin and end
bearing in mind we all know that it can be
a very effective mechanism?
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John seems to accept these arguments,
and the final part of his book is devoted
to outlining Nudge Plus, which has all the
benefits of behavioural insights but with
added information sharing and inclusivity.
In fact, what John proposes is much like
what many critics of nudge have been
arguing for years, so it is good to see the
discussion progress in a positive fashion.
It is particularly encouraging because
John offers two specific, but inter-related,
defences of the ethics of nudge. The first
is that there can be no special ethical
claim on nudge as it is all accountable
under the umbrella of democracy:
There is no fundamental ethical
objection that rules nudges out or
prevents a sizeable number of them
from being implemented. This simple
claim is because nudges are public
policies authorised by democratically
elected governments that are subject to
review. (page 121)
John’s second position is that there’s
nothing special about nudge anyway, and
that it is now part of the policy furniture:
Because nudges are so closely linked to
other tools of government, such as laws,
fines, incentives, and so on, it does not
make sense to distinguish particular
moral claims about using a nudge from

those deriving from suing another
instrument. (page 121)
These arguments are almost
disingenuous. Enacting a nudge is
not like creating a new law. It requires
different decision-making points,
different levels of public debate, and
completely different implementation
mechanisms. We can’t reapply
Socrates’s famous philosophical
question “Why do we obey the laws?”
as “Why do we accept a nudge?”
Proponents of nudge cannot have it
both ways. It cannot be seen as a new
and potentially revolutionary approach
to policy and just be lumped in with all
other forms of government intervention.
It is obviously part of the broader suite,
but it is also its own thing. Why else
bother with this book?
Which begs a final question – who is the
audience for John’s excellent work? The
publishers recommend it for students
of behavioural public policy and
anyone looking for an introduction to
the topic. That seems about right. This
is that classic academic text that isn’t
quite practical enough for the policy

Unlocking government through eLearning

The Cabinet Keys new eLearning programmes
are for people working in government

departments, Crown entities and SOEs.
They cover the public sector, Cabinet, Parliament,
the judiciary, the Treaty of Waitangi, information
law, local government, and more.

Used for staff induction, contractors new to

government, and for agency-wide upskilling
in the machinery of government.

Engaging content, people learn at their own
pace, cost-effective, and can be accessed
anywhere in NZ or offshore.

www.cabinetkeys.co.nz
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practitioner. It’s by no means a manual
but is a bit light for the student who has
already looked at the basics of nudge.
It’s very much a student-centric text, at
the 200 or 300 level.
None of this is a criticism. Far from it. I
again commend Peter John’s sensible
approach and hope that it augurs
in a fresher and more even-handed
approach – to what the promises of
nudge may bring to public policy.
Peter John, How Far to Nudge? Assessing
Behavioural Public Policy (Cheltenham,
UK: Edward Elgar, 2018)
Michael Macaulay is Associate Dean
at Victoria Business School, Victoria
University of Wellington.

A SIDEWAYS LOOK

Thin ties, bad music,
& THE STATE SECTOR
Columnist and playwright DAVE ARMSTRONG takes a look at the state sector since
the last big review, and he wonders just where this latest review might take us.

In 1988, shoulder pads were high, ties were thin, and jeans
were stonewashed. George Michael, U2, and the Dirty Dancing
soundtrack ruled the world’s airwaves. If you had a spare few
thousand dollars you could buy a cellphone the size (and weight)
of a brick. And the New Zealand State Sector Act was written.
We were at the height of Rogernomics,
and despite a crippling sharemarket
crash the year before, the government
was pushing full steam ahead with
its reforms, which included the
corporatisation and then privatisation of
many state assets. The Finance Minister,
Roger Douglas, and the Prime Minister,
David Lange, were not talking and only corresponding by letter,
though most of us didn’t know that until later.
The buzzword at the time, possibly with very good reason, was
efficiency. Moribund and inefficient government departments
that had hardly changed over the preceding 50 years had to
become more efficient or face being sold off. Government
departments had to be run like businesses, and it seemed
that every single item of income and expenditure was being
closely examined. If something didn’t pay its way, was it really
necessary?
While much-needed fiscal efficiency was often achieved, as
unprofitable parts of government businesses were abolished
or sold off, it also led to compartmentalised departments and a
“silo” mentality, which I believe continues in both the public and
private sector today.
A few years ago, I was doing some contract work for a
government organisation – an increased number of contractors
was another outcome of the State Sector Act – and I found that
I was attending a large consultation meeting off-site in a private
building. Why on earth would an organisation rent a room
outside when they had a perfectly good one of their own sitting
empty?
“We couldn’t afford the rental to hire one of our own big rooms,”
reported the project leader. “The private room was much
cheaper.” I discovered that you couldn’t just book a room at this
organisation, you had to “hire” it from another department. Of
course, to be fiscally responsible, the department charged other
departments in their own organisation “market rates”. At the
micro level, the project leader was saving money by taking the
cheaper room, but at a macro level, money was going out of the
organisation to a private company.

mentality, it can lead to other problems. In a recent situation,
a community suggested a school should be built in a certain
suburb, which would take enormous pressure off the transport
routes in and out of it.
I interviewed a politician about it and asked if the various
government departments in the education and transport sectors
had sat down and discussed it. The politician grinned and said
in mock outrage, “Are you daring to suggest that government
departments in this country should actually sit down and work
together on common problems?” Though my interviewee was
clearly joking, there was a serious point behind the smile.
State Services Minister, Chris Hipkins, hopes that the updated
State Services Act will lead to more interdepartmental cooperation and less silos. He gives the example of having a baby.
The baby’s birth certificate, health number, and IRD number are
all handled at the same time, whereas previously it was a more
complicated process. He would like to see the situation where,
if you change your address, you let the government know once,
and that’s it, rather than having to inform every state agency. In
theory, it’s hard to disagree with Mr Hipkins’s aspirations, though
some will always have concerns about the “Big Brother” danger
of centralised databases and the like.
Another problem with the silo culture is the people that head
each silo. When five heads of government departments, all male,
were recently promoted without the jobs being advertised, it
caused some consternation. Though it was labelled “jobs for the
boys” by some, it was apparently an attempt to get more fluidity
in the public service and avoid the creation of “emperors” of
“fiefdoms”.
As Chris Hipkins recently pointed out, the way you become a
head of a big government department might be by becoming a
head of a smaller one then transferring to running a bigger one,
rather than starting in a big department and working your
way up.
The minister’s worry of long-serving CEOs creating fiefdoms
may have merit. But there is a danger
they might appoint, at worst, cronies or
at least people who think like them, and
little empires may become established.
And these empires may not necessarily get

I have seen this form of free-market madness operate right
across the country – in local bodies, in central government,
and in the private sector. I wonder if the people who live by
these rules go home, cook their partner a nice romantic dinner,
then invoice them for the time and money spent. Do they, in
turn, receive an invoice from their partner for any cleaning and
vacuuming done that day?
But it’s not just economic madness that can be created by a silo
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dismantled with changes of government.
I had a friend who worked on a contract during the Rogernomics
era when a departmental head, imported from the private sector,
hired a large number of key staff from Auckland, even though the
head office was in Wellington. The extra costs of accommodation
and air travel weren’t seen as a problem. Apparently there were
no staff in Wellington who could do the job as well as his special
mates. Of course a CEO needs to run their department how and
where they want to, but I wonder about lines being crossed and
nests being feathered.
Another consequence of the review could be changes in the
number of ministries and Crown entities and their size. Again,
in theory, the amalgamation of smaller ministries and entities
makes perfect sense, but the reality is not quite so simple.
For example, many people I encounter don’t know what MBIE
actually stands for and don’t necessarily know what former
departments have been subsumed into it. Could the reform of the
State Sector Act give us some new super-ministries that nobody
quite understands? The Ministry of Regional, International, and
Business for Utilising National Development (MORIBUND) could
combine MFAT and various commerce and regional development
agencies, though it might have problems getting things done.
The Work and Income National Strategy To Organise Northland
(WINSTON) could be a great way to deal with unemployment in
that area and may be particularly popular with certain MPs in the
governing coalition.
The Super-ministry for Natural Attractions, Forests, and
Undergrowth (SNAFU) could combine the environment,
conservation, and tourism ministries most effectively, balancing
the need to conserve our environment with the need to earn
much-needed income from foreign visitors. Though the press
might have a field day if something at SNAFU went wrong. And
though we desperately need to address the problem of ocean
warming caused by climate change, I’m not sure creating a
Commission for Climate Change and Underwater Protection
(COCCUP) would be a good idea.
And I suspect being a public sector CEO with SNAFU and COCCUP
on your CV would not be that helpful for promotion, even if you
were male.
Minister Hipkins believes bigger ministries will allow more scale
to do things like research. Again, it sounds like he has a point, but
anyone who has attended university knows that big institutions
can waste money just as efficiently as small ones.

So in a perfect world, if the State Sector Act is suitably reviewed
and we have a fluid non-siloed public service with rotating CEOs,
will customer service improve as a result?
I certainly hope so. The challenge in improving or changing a
corporate culture is not always what happens at the top level,
but what happens further down. Interdepartmental co-operation
may well increase at CEO level, especially if there are fewer
ministries and Crown entities to deal with, but the proof of
the review of the State Sector Act will be in how those directly
interacting with the public co-operate to give the customer a
better experience.
Mr Hipkins’s goal of a public service where you can change your
address once and that’s it is a noble one. The big question is how
you do it. The word “agile” has become popular to the point of
cliché, and we all say we want our organisations to be creative
and take risks. But the reality is that the public sector has to
deliver certain things and can face grave consequences if any
risks taken don’t pay off.
Given that Casual Friday has been a popular feature of workplace
etiquette in the past, I wonder if the government could introduce
Free and Frank Friday. Of course, the advice the public sector
gives is always meant to be free and frank, but on each Friday, it
could be particularly free and frank with no recriminations.
A lowly state servant could call up their boss and say, “Actually,
I reckon the whole concept’s a dog. Tell the minister he’s
dreaming.” The boss would then have free reign to pass that
advice on to the minister to mull over during the weekend.
Let’s hope the review of the State Sector Act can strengthen the
many good things in our public sector. Wouldn’t it be nice if in 30
years’ time, when the government of the day looks at the State
Sector Act, they don’t gasp in amazement at its naivety? Instead,
they might wonder how
people who
dressed
so badly,
listened to
such stupid
music, and
had such
primitive technology
designed their public
service so well.

19 March 2008. Ref: DCDL-0005809. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand
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RESEARCH UPDATE

Recent Research
Here we present some items of recent research that will interest those working in or with the public sector.
The Analysis and Policy Observatory has useful information about research on New Zealand
governance and policy. See http://apo.org.au/collections/new-zealand

Making public information accessible

Measuring and improving state sector productivity

New Zealanders increasingly expect to be able to access
information and services digitally. The Office of the
Auditor-General looked at how three public entities made
information and services available through a digital
framework. These were: digital collections and services
by the National Library of New Zealand (part of DIA);
Greater Wellington Regional Council’s real-time passenger
information; and Quotable Value Limited’s homeguide app.

Higher state sector productivity is critical to delivering more and
better public services, yet many government agencies lack the
cultures, capability, and encouragement to make these gains,
says the Productivity Commission in a new report, Improving
State Sector Productivity.

The report finds good examples of digitally available
information and services, resulting in increased access and
improved public perceptions. For example, providing realtime passenger information for public transport has meant
passengers believe bus or train services are more reliable,
and this helped grow patronage. The report also notes
lessons for other public entities, for example, taking
the time to understand how people use and reuse
digital information will allow entities to tailor
their digital services more effectively.
Digital access to information and
services: Learning from examples

Getting the best value out of existing resources requires
good information, measurement of performance, openness
to new ways of working, and an environment committed to
making improvements. The report cites examples of good and
innovative practices within the state sector but says there are
too many barriers to these practices emerging and spreading.
This inquiry has demonstrated, through case studies and other
investigations, that measuring and tracking productivity in
public services is quite feasible.
The report states that making progress on public sector
productivity will require action by ministers, central
agencies such as the Treasury and State Services
Commission, and departmental leaders.

Controller and Auditor-General, Office of
the Auditor-General

The Productivity Commission has also
released a second report Measuring State
Sector Productivity, which provides guidance
for agencies to measure their productivity.

http://apo.org.au/node/179881

Improving state sector productivity
Productivity Commission, August 2018
www.productivity.govt.nz/statesectorprod

Breaking the public service bargain
Governments have historically offered their workforce a public service bargain founded on stable pay and conditions and job security.
However, public servants are nonetheless affected by the political environment, and changes to this bargain can occur with a new
government.
This paper focuses on a Queensland public service change process that resulted in large-scale redundancies, non-renewal of temporary
contracts, and legislative changes that nullified the provisions in job security, organisational change, and redundancy policies.
It examines how the government communicated this organisational change immediately before and after the 2012 Queensland election.
In particular, it analyses public and media commentary, speeches, and Hansard records and specifically looks at the leadership and
communication style of the Premier, Campbell Newman. His lack of empathy and autocratic style is believed to have contributed to his
defeat at the 2015 state election. The paper concludes that, “The public service needs to trust that governments, regardless of political
persuasion, will treat them with no less than the respect they deserve to restore faith in a system that requires both public servants and
politicians to work effectively.”
Of “strong” leadership, crisis communication, and pooper scoopers: Change in the Queensland public service under Newman
Deanna Grant-Smith, Queensland University of Technology, Linda Colley, School of Business and Law, CQU University
[Australian Journal of Public Administration, Vol 77, Issue 2, June 2018]
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-8500.12311
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POINT OF VIEW

BALANCE AT THE CENTRE
to account. The Institute has noted that
Crown entity boards are part of an “arm’slength” decentralised governance model
that benefits from having boards that bring
diversity of skills, experience, and thought,
which encourage robust debate.

Leo Donnelly

Mai Chen

In addition to the state sector
review, the government has
introduced the State Sector and
Crown Entities Reform Bill. LEO
DONNELLY and MAI CHEN share
their thoughts on where this reform
might take Crown entities.
Whenever a government embarks on
“public sector reform”, the implicit message
to the public is that there is a systemic
problem that requires a solution. With
the introduction of the State Sector and
Crown Entities Reform Bill, it raises the
question: what problem is the Bill trying to
address? Recent examples of some Crown
entities acting contrary to the wishes of
the State Services Commissioner and
their minister when setting chief executive
remuneration have fanned a perception
that the remuneration of some Crown
entity chief executives is out of step with
the wider public sector and what the public
expect from Crown entities. Similarly, media
reporting has raised questions about the
monitoring of senior employee expenditure
by Crown entity boards.
On the one hand, the minister has said that
he hopes the Bill will strengthen the public’s
trust and confidence in Crown entities. He
has also said that he believes the proposed
reforms will ensure that Crown entities
remain aligned and connected with the
state sector and bring more consistency to
the regulation of conduct and remuneration
of senior employees in the wider public
service.

From our perspective, we should first
consider what the Crown entity system
was set up to achieve. Crown entities
may manage their assets, but they do not
own them. The ultimate owner is the New
Zealand public. Most New Zealanders’
interaction with government is through
Crown entities (for example DHBs and
schools), which provide most of the services
delivered by the state services. Crown
entities collectively employ around 70
percent of central government employees,
hold about 45 percent of the Crown’s fixed
assets, and account for more than one-third
of total government expenditure. There is
a clear public interest in protecting these
significant public assets. This lies at the
heart of the concern of ministers, monitoring
departments, and the public that Crown
entities are managed effectively and
efficiently and are accountable.
The Crown entity system is founded on the
assumption that some functions are better
left to experts and that the governance of
these entities is best achieved by appointing
directors from the private sector, who will
use their diverse skills and backgrounds to
drive organisational performance. Having
such diverse skills and backgrounds at
board level not only enhances the ability of
Crown entities to manage significant public
assets but also allows entities to improve
their understanding of the services that an
increasingly diverse New Zealand public
want. In short, the Crown entity system’s
purpose is to deliver better governance,
better management, and better service
delivery for New Zealanders.
However, the concept that Crown entity

On the other hand, the
Institute of Directors has
expressed concerns that
the proposed changes in
the Bill shift control to a
more centralised model.
The argument is that
this will diminish the
ability of Crown entity
boards to carry out their
core governance and
monitoring functions,
including holding
the chief executive
1 June 2011. Ref: DCDL-0017977. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand
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boards require arm’s-length independence
from ministerial direction has to be
tempered with the practical reality that
the Crown entity system relies on
ministers, Crown entities, and departments
responsible for monitoring Crown entity
performance to work together to deliver
the services that New Zealanders want and
deserve.
In this context, the minister and the Institute
of Directors are both right. Their views
are complementary. The public interest in
better governance, better management, and
better service delivery by Crown entities
requires appropriate accountability and
monitoring. Transparency to the public
through availability of information under
the Official Information Act goes only part of
the way. The Bill provides the State Services
Commissioner with powers to impose
standards of integrity and conduct on Crown
entities and to investigate and inquire into
whether these standards have been met.
This provides an extra check and balance
against managerial excess or failure of board
oversight.
However, where the purpose of introducing
more centralised control is to address
concerns that have arisen in a few
particular cases, care needs to be taken
that reforms introduced to promote
integrity and accountability do not
undermine the necessary balance between
minister, Crown entity, and monitoring
department for the Crown entity model to
deliver its intended outcome.
In the super-diverse New Zealand society
of today, there is an even greater need for
diversity of skills, experience, thought, and
cultural perspective at board level. Crown
entities, like all New Zealand companies,
need to maximise the value of diverse
thinking at board level to get the best
outcomes – the ability to benefit from
diversity matters.
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IPANZ NEW PROFESSIONALS CONFERENCE 2018
FUTURE LAB, IS NOW OPEN FOR REGISTRATION.
Future Lab will take place 10-11 October at Te Papa Museum, Wellington.

TICKET PRICE
Registration Type
IPANZ Member Full Registration
Non-Member Full Registration
One day registration 10 Oct Only
One day registration 11 Oct Only

Standard

to 25-09-18
$675.00
$775.00
$430.00
$445.00

REGISTER
NOW AT

Late

From 26-09-18
$775.00
$875.00
$430.00
$445.00

www.ipanz.org.nz/npconference

PROGRAMME | DAY ONE

PROGRAMME | DAY TWO

8.00AM

Registrations Open

8.30 AM

MC Welcome

9.00 AM

Welcome: Setting the scene and opening the conference
Anthony Richards (IPANZ Vice President)

8.40 AM

9.15 AM

Outlook: The future of the public service and the public
servant
Peter Hughes (State Services Commissioner)

Cultivating Your Future Self: Identifying and developing
your best strengths
Karen Tregaskis (Managing Partner, Tregaskis Brown Ltd)

9.30 AM

Raranga Tangata: The past, present and future of diversity
and inclusion in the public sector
Naomi Ferguson (Commissioner and Chief Executive - IRD)

10.15 AM Morning Tea
10.45 AM

Snapshots: Projects making impact beyond the public
service
Case study projects and speakers to be confirmed.

11.15 AM Insights: The future of technology and data in government
Nic Blakeley (DCE – Insights and Investment, MSD)
Liz MacPherson (CE and Chief Government Statistician,
Stats NZ)
Graeme Osborne (GM, System Transformation – DIA)
Eva Sherwood (Manager of Technoloy – Deloitte;
Boardmember – NZTech; Chair/Founder, TechWomen)
12.00 PM Lunch

10.00 AM Morning Tea
Concurrent Sessions 60min each (each session will repeat once)
AM
Project Management:
Delivering value
rather than projects
David Peddie
(GM – Project Plus)

Korero: Using Te Reo
Māori at work
Joan Costello (Kaiako
Reo Māori - Te Papa)

Policy by Design:
Designing policy to
benefit citizens and
policymakers
Design thinking
Rebekah Forman and
Anne-Marie Mujica
(Auckland Co-Design
Lab)

Navigating the
Workplace: Managing
relationships and
conflict
Jane Moore and Paul
Rayner (Parliamentary
Services)

Busting Leadership
Myths: Workshop
on leadership
Andrea Thompson
(Leadership Expert,
Catapult Ltd.)

12.20 PM Lunch
PM
Mindfulness and
Wellbeing: Tools for
self-care Mental health
and wellbeing
Georgie Ferrari
(Wellington Community
(Trust)

1.00 PM

Crisis: DEFCON Challenge War Game
Introduction by Anu Nayar (National Lead Partner for Cyber,
Privacy and Resilience - Deloitte)

3.00 PM

Afternoon Tea

3.10 PM

Afternoon Tea

3.30 PM

Session 007: DEFCON Challenge debrief
Andrew Hampton (CE – GCSB)

3.40 PM

Closing session: Fearlessness and making your own future
Georgina Beyer

4.30 PM

Social Function

4.30 PM

End
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APPLY
NOW
FOR 2019
STUDY

ADVANCE BETTER GOVERNMENT
HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2019
■EGOV 501: Managing ICT-enabled service transformation
■GOVT 552: Public Policy and the Economics of Well-being
Gain a qualification in e-government, public management or
public policy from Victoria—New Zealand’s leading education and
development provider in public services.
Master of Public Management: Upgrade your personal skills and
competencies as a manager and improve your public management
practices and your impact.
Master of Public Policy: Develop your skills and knowledge in
policy analysis, development and evaluation in public and nongovernment sectors.
Master of e-Government: Learn how to successfully manage
complex technology-based initiatives in the public sector.
Flexible learning options—study full time or continue to work while
you study.

victoria.ac.nz/sog
04-463
5458
p
e commerce@vuw.ac.nz
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The Master of Public Management and Master of Public Policy are
accredited through the Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs,
and Administration (NASPAA) certification standard in public
service education.

STUDY AT ONE OF THE WORLD’S
LEADING BUSINESS SCHOOLS
Victoria Business School holds the triple crown of
international accreditations.

